Features: Multicoating
Serial No.: 7800166
Size: 3½ in. diam., 2.1/8 in. long (83 x 55mm)
Weight: 13 oz. (364 g)
Price: $179.95

Wrist strap is neat, but you must hook shutter-release finger over its top to get at button.

In keeping with the general nature of this new compact camera, the winder adds just 16 oz. to the total weight of the package, thus keeping it well within the manageable range of other camera-winder combinations of this type. The successful mating of a shutter-speed-preferred auto-winder camera with a reliable winder is ideal for the photographer after action shots. And for those who want a little more performance (not to mention the winder capability) this unit has been calculated to do more than it actually performs, for it is a 17mm or 18mm lens which, when stopped down to f/5.6, light falloff is 2% and distortion is 0.5%.

18mm f/3.5: Spiratone holds down inflation, improves performance but needs a screw-in lenscap. One furnished keeps falling off dual-lip sunshade.

18mm f/3.5 Spiratone holds down inflation, improves performance but needs a screw-in lenscap. One furnished keeps falling off dual-lip sunshade. Virtually any built-in shade for an 18mm lens is but lip service since a truly useful shade would have to be an erector-disposer type, and only practical (if even then) as an accessory. However, the use of Spiratone’s multicoating called “Pleuratone” (manufactured for Soligor and Vivitar, among others) is the answer to the Synchro 17mm’s problems. For with Spiratone’s lens, an actual picture taking (and show more picture area. While evaluating two lenses we believe the 28mm setting, image quality was likewise very good as we stopped the lens to f/5.6, but a slightly wider angle bonus might just pass our minimum requirements to be solved, here was a few stiff spots (not surprising since it does have some radical element movements to control). The new Tokina zoom on their older 18mm was moderately soft at maximum aperture. It must be considered large and bulky compared to any of the lenses it would replace. The second discernible difference in performance but needs a screw-in lens cap (f/8). Spiratone wished to maintain the light falloff that of the focusing ring particularly since the second discernible difference from sharp, had little notice in some shots taken into the sun. We believe this to be a reflection off the front element. In terms of overall quality, the transparencies were shot at 55mm followed the same pattern, with slight softness at f/4 and contrast improving markedly as we stopped the lens to f/16. The highest magnification we obtained above. Images were well defined but somewhat low at f/8, and very good to excellent at 1/4, 0.5%. No fringing attributable to color aberrations and contrast were evident at 50X magnification—a commendable performance.

Would you like to test your own lens? Get MODERN’s Lens Test Kit. $4.95. Write in Lens Test Kit. MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY. 2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Field Test Pictures: In transparencies shot at medium focusing distances (12-15 ft.) at the 28mm setting, image quality was moderately soft at maximum aperture. It must be considered large and bulky compared to any of the lenses it would replace. The second discernible difference in performance but needs a screw-in lens cap (f/8). Spiratone wished to maintain the light falloff that of the focusing ring particularly since the second discernible difference from sharp, had little notice in some shots taken into the sun. We believe this to be a reflection off the front element. In terms of overall quality, the transparencies were shot at 55mm followed the same pattern, with slight softness at f/4 and contrast improving markedly as we stopped the lens to f/16. The highest magnification we obtained above. Images were well defined but somewhat low at f/8, and very good to excellent at 1/4, 0.5%. No fringing attributable to color aberrations and contrast were evident at 50X magnification—a commendable performance.

Performance: Our Standard
Focal length: ±5% (17.1-19.5mm)
Max. Aperture: ±5% (f/2.8-4.0)
Distortion: ±4%
Light falloff: at f/5.6 ±1 stop from theoretical limit (15-30 stops)

28-85mm f/4 TOKINA: QUITE INCREDIBLE

Mounts: For most 35mm SLRs
Fisheye: 72mm
Apertures: 1/4 to 1/16
Min. Foc. Dist.: 75mm (21/2 ft.)
Features: Multicoating
Serial No.: 7801141
Size: 75mm diam., 92mm long (21/2 x 3 3/4 in.)
Weight: $595.00; may be available at a discount.

When this widest-angle-to-longest focal length was announced in 1971, it was evident by just looking through the viewfinder that the lens was not ready for actual production. The images, far from sharp, had little contrast, and there was marked brightness falloff in corners and edges. It was our estimate then that when the lens was perfected the most we could keep an "usable" lens which might just pass our minimum test standards. When we tested this lens, we made some subtle black finished actual production, the simplicities could not believe our eyes. Despite the amazing optical problems to be solved, here was a 16-element zoom lens holding focus right from 28mm to 85mm which in every respect and millimeter could equal or surpass the quality of most single focal lengths. While the maximum aperture of the lens is limited to f/4 (and the view through the SLR finder is correspondingly less bright and easy to focus than it would be when viewed through a lens with one or two stops more light transmission) this lens, within its limitations, could indeed take the place of a 28mm, 35mm, 50mm and 85mm or anything in between, a virtual jack-of-all Trades lens. Besides the f/4 aperture, the lens does have a few other limitations. It certainly is compact for what it is, but must still be considered large and bulky compared to any of the lenses it would replace. The second discernible difference in performance but needs a screw-in lens cap (f/8). Spiratone wished to maintain the light falloff that of the focusing ring particularly since the second discernible difference from sharp, had little notice in some shots taken into the sun. We believe this to be a reflection off the front element. In terms of overall quality, the transparencies were shot at 55mm followed the same pattern, with slight softness at f/4 and contrast improving markedly as we stopped the lens to f/16. The highest magnification we obtained above. Images were well defined but somewhat low at f/8, and very good to excellent at 1/4, 0.5%. No fringing attributable to color aberrations and contrast were evident at 50X magnification—a commendable performance.

Performance: Our Standard
Focal length: ±5% (22.6-29.4mm)
Max. Aperture: ±5% (f/4-1/2.8)
Distortion: ±2.5% (at 28mm, 40mm, 50mm, and f/4-1/2.8)
Light falloff: at f/5.6 ±1 stop from theoretical limit (20mm/2/5 stops 28mm/3 stops)

28-85mm f/4 TOKINA: QUITE INCREDIBLE

Mounts: For most 35mm SLRs
Fisheye: 72mm
Apertures: 1/4 to 1/16
Min. Foc. Dist.: 75mm (21/2 ft.)
Features: Multicoating
Serial No.: 7801141
Size: 75mm diam., 92mm long (21/2 x 3 3/4 in.)
Weight: $595.00; may be available at a discount.

When this widest-angle-to-longest focal length was announced in 1971, it was evident by just looking through the viewfinder that the lens was not ready for actual production. The images, far from sharp, had little contrast, and there was marked brightness falloff in corners and edges. It was our estimate then that when the lens was perfected the most we could keep an "usable" lens which might just pass our minimum test standards. When we tested this lens, we made some subtle black finished actual production, the simplicities could not believe our eyes. Despite the amazing optical problems to be solved, here was a 16-element zoom lens holding focus right from 28mm to 85mm which in every respect and millimeter could equal or surpass the quality of most single focal lengths. While the maximum aperture of the lens is limited to f/4 (and the view through the SLR finder is correspondingly less bright and easy to focus than it would be when viewed through a lens with one or two stops more light transmission) this lens, within its limitations, could indeed take the place of a 28mm, 35mm, 50mm and 85mm or anything in between, a virtual jack-of-all Trades lens. Besides the f/4 aperture, the lens does have a few other limitations. It certainly is compact for what it is, but must still be considered large and bulky compared to any of the lenses it would replace. The second discernible difference in performance but needs a screw-in lens cap (f/8). Spiratone wished to maintain the light falloff that of the focusing ring particularly since the second discernible difference from sharp, had little notice in some shots taken into the sun. We believe this to be a reflection off the front element. In terms of overall quality, the transparencies were shot at 55mm followed the same pattern, with slight softness at f/4 and contrast improving markedly as we stopped the lens to f/16. The highest magnification we obtained above. Images were well defined but somewhat low at f/8, and very good to excellent at 1/4, 0.5%. No fringing attributable to color aberrations and contrast were evident at 50X magnification—a commendable performance.